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Four ritual vessels of th© Shang Eyuasty have Just been added to the

Oriental Collection of The Cleveland Museum of Art» According to early Chinese

classics, these ritual vessels were buried with the dead to honor them, and were

ordered ly the family especially for this purpose. In some cases the name of the

person who piesented th© vessel and his 37©lationship to the deceased are inscilbed

in an archaic form of pictograph - some still undeciphered by scholars.

The Cleveland group includes two libation cups (CHUEH) or vessels for

heating wine, one beaker (KU) , and one tripod (TIKG) , All are decorated with the

T* ao-»«t^ieh mask, a common motif for bronzes through the period. The ma-i n, elements

1 ) of a T'ao-tHeh mask are two protruding eyes, a prominent nose, and a bodiless head

with horns. The glutton motif can also be foxmd in various forms - its purpose was

to avert evil spirits and protect the feood.

In general the Shang Dynasty CSUSH has a helmet-shaped body with a narrow

open funnel spout, a pair of capped columns projecting vertically from the rim and

a handle to the side of the body. The body rests on three blade-form legs. One

of the Cleveland CfiUSHS is a dark green wi-Ua spots of bright green patina. It

formerly belonged to the Vannieck Collection in Paris and becomes part of The Cornelia

B, Uamer and Edward L, tJhittemore Collection in the Museum* The second CHCFEH has

a broader body, a longer spout, a horizontal groove dividing the body into two halves,

and five vertical notched flanges projecting from the body. The vessel has an even

coloring of pale and tarnished green, Tlie decoration is well preserved throughout.

This vessel Joins the Museum* s KoraanjO, Stone and Ella A, Stone Memorial Fund and
{
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The Edward L, Uhittemore Collection,



The nev beaker (KU) has a slender body, trumpet-shaped mouth and a spreading

foot. It was purchased for The John L, Severance Collection and has a simplified

T’ao-t'ieh pattern that cannot be recognized at first glance as in the CHUEHS, On

the foot is the motif K^uei-ven, profile of a one legged animal - perhaps a Iragonbird -

with prominent eyes, a pointed ja'w, and a short body. The color of this vessel is

pale sea-green.

The body of the tripod (TIKG) bulges gradually domward from a curved neck

and rests on three tubular legs. Two ear-loop upright handles project from the rim

on opposite sides. It is a type of cauldron for food. The new TING, from The John

Huntington Collection, has the usual placement of pattern on the neck and lower part

of the body, and is a -very soft olive-green.

These -vessels -were probably unco-vered in the early part of the 20th century

idien Europeans began their extensive arcliaeological searches. Most of them were found

in the tombs and graves in Northern and Central China, the center of political and

cultural acti'vlty during the Shang and Chou Eynasties, Although Communist Chipa is

currently carrying on archaeological ei^gieditions -with vigor, most Chines© bronzes on

the market today were discovered in the earlier excavations.
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CriUEH:libation CU?
Bronae
Chinese, c^haiiji Oynasty (I:i^3-1CL8 B.C.)
Cornelia B. Warner and Eavard L. Wnittemore Collection
60.4^

LOCATION
Case 113, Gall. 31.
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KU: BEAKER
Bronze
Chinese, Bhang Dynasty (1543-1023 B.C.)
The John L. Severance Collection
60.43

Same

<^00. 31394,-3

CHUEH: LIBATION CUP
Bronze
Cninese, Bhang Dynasty (15x3-1028 B.C)
The Norman 0. Stone ana Ella A. Stone Memorial Fma and

Edwara L. 'Whittemore Collection

60X. 78

same

TING: TiaPOD same
Bronze
Chinese, Bhang Dynasty (1523-1028 B.C.) . n<i.

The John Huntington Collection
413.60

According to early Chinese classics, ritual bronze vessels vere used as

burial items with the deceased whose ciiildren or family had vessels

casted for the s,jecial purpose of honoring the deceased. On some vessels,

tna name of the person who presented the vessel and the relationship

between the aeceasea and him are inscribed in the archaic form of picto-

graph (some of which are still undeciphered by scholars). The best quality

of bronze vessels were produced in the period between the Shang Dynasty and
time

the Chou Dynasty (1523—256 B.C.) at which^the people observed the burial

rites ana customes. With the advancement of archaeological researches and

methoas, large group of bronze vessels were found in tombs and graves in

the northern and central China where political and cultural activities were

held and established during the Bhang and Chou Dynasties. Most of



these archaeological finds were conducted in the early 20th centuries

by Eupopean scholars ana specialists. Along with bronze vessels, there

were other burial iteais found in the tombs. In the present time,

archaeological e’^paditions .=aEB,_being continued by the Communist China

witn vigor. It is certain that most Chinese bronzes that are available

on the market, were found in the early part of this century.

Group tfip four Chinese ritual vessels of the Shang Dynasty are Important

* at

accessions for the Oriental collection. There are two CHUEH, libation cup

or wine vessel for h^ing wine; one KU, beaker and one TING, tripod.

All of them are decroated with the T'ao-t*ieh mask which is a coiomon

fhe. -the.
,

motif for bronzes throughout the period from Shang to Ghou Dynastycs.

The main elements of a T'ao-t'ieh mask are two protublent eyes, a prominent

nose and a bodless head with horns. The glutton motif can be found in

variants of representation of quite visible or fully deformed or dissolved^

appearance. Its symbolic meaning is to avert evil spirits and to

protect the good.

In general the CiltfEH has a helmet-shape body with narrow open fennel

p
^ut, an extension of the rim ending in a pointed wing, a pair of

capped colums projecting vertically from the rim and a handle to the

side of the body. The body rests on three blade-form legs. This

particular type of bronze vessel produced only in the Shang Dynasty.

Of two Chtiehs in our collection, one differs from the other in terms of

the graphic style asuto the low-relief style in rendering the decorative

motif. The Chueh from the Warner and Whitoemore Collection(60.42) has

a rather dissolved T'ao-t'ieh mask in the grapliic style. There are total

number of three pairs of T'ao—t'ieh masks around the body, one on the



underside of the fennel, one on the either side of the body. Of its

featxares, the eyes are very noticeable, but the nose and the horns

are represented in various sizes of spirals arranged symetrically around the

eyes. Tne second register also has T’ao~t'ieh masks in elongated

foimi. An animal head in boss form atops the handle and has very pronounced

eyes. Two caps are incised with hooked scroi:|notif . On one of the

columns, there are couple of pictographed characters which have not been

deciphered. The entire vessel is in dark green with spots of bright

green patina. Formerly, it was in the Vannieck Collection in Paris.

It has been published by scholars whose special field IMfei Chinese

bronzes.

The Chxieh from the Stone and Whittemore Collection (60.78) has T»ao-t'ieh

shown in comparativelyvisible form. In comparison to the other ChiCeh, it

has a broader body, a longer spout, a groove dividing the body into two

halves, upi^er and lower and five vertical notiched flangs projecting

from the body. The dominent T'ao-t'ieh pattern appears on the lower Hh-] f

of the body with clearly visible bovine horns, raised eyes, ctirved mouth

and jar. The mask is cut into two equal halves by the vertical flang.

For the upper part of the body, the first register has a row of triangles

filled with symetrical pattern of scrolls and geometric forms and the

second register has a narrow band of elongated T'ao-t'ieh motif. Both

the underside^ of the spout and of the wing are divided into equals halves

by the notiched horizontal flang on whose either side there is a T'ao-t'ieh

pattern inscribed within a blade form. One distinct pictography is

under the handle on the lower half of the body. Aside ^from few spots of

rnaatlcatibni arotmd the rim of the opening, on the handle and the legs.



the vessel as a whole has an even^^ coloring of pale and tarnished green.

The decoration is pell-^preserved.

Ku is a wine container withaa slender jpody'^'.a.itrmipet-shaped mouth and

a spreading foot. Decorative motif is shown on the foot or the base, the

bulb, however, sometimes it is also on the neck and around the mouth.

Our new Ku (60.43) has extremely deformed and simplified T'ao-t'ieh pattern

consisted of round bosses for eyes and of hooked scrolls and spirals for

other features. It can not be recognized at^ first glance as those shown

on the Chuehs. On the foot, there is a new motif, K ' uei-w^

.

profile of

one legged animal (Dragon bird ?) with prominent eyes, a pointed jar and a

short body, in quite defoarmed style. This motif is arranged in paris

so that they face each other along the curvilinear surface of the foot.

The T’ao-t*ieh pattern on the bulb is slightly sviaeed in comparison to

the flat relief of the K'uei-wen on the foot. The color of this vessel

is a pale sea-green evenly distributed all around the body except a tinge

of green patina on the mouth. The casting of.itheavesselcdnd the stamping

of the decor ase ©seseuted have excellent technical performance.

The Ting is a form of tripod whose body bulges gradually dwonward from

the curved neck and rests on three tubular legs. Two ear—loop upright

handles project from the rim on opposite sides. It is a type of cauldron

for food. Variants of this type of vessels existed through the Shang to

the Chou Dynasties. This small Ting has the usual placement of pattern on

the neck and the lower part of the body. The row of blade form Inscribed

of cicada in raised i^elief, oi;Qupie«i'dtk,'usua2:npa^i%.ionV- h©wejvear''y 't^e-Mlk-



worm motif arorind the neck is rarely cpmbined with the cicada pattern

especially on a Ting, The meander pattern is often used as the backgromdi

for birds, dragons,^ cicada, silk-vorms and other deformed animals as

being represented on bronze vessels. The vessel has a very soft olive-green

color with few spots of patination aromd the rim.


